
THE MAGIC OF ASIA / Wednesday, April 12, 2017 / Showtime 1:30 p.m. 
Central Park Library Theater, 7111 Talbert Ave. Huntington Beach 92648 

MAGIC OF ASIA: Gather a group of friends or family members and head to the 
Huntington Beach Library Theater for “The Magic Of Asia” a truly unique afternoon of 
mystical and cultural entertainment.  

The “Magic of Asia” takes you on a journey to witness amazing feats of ancient Asian 
magic through wide variety of magical performance styles such as Illusions, Comedy, 
Stage and Close-up, all performed by specialty Magicians who perform at the world-
famous Hollywood Magic Castle and around the world.  

Your headliner for the afternoon, JADE, took the Male-dominated world of magic by 
storm when she became the first woman to win the International Brotherhood of 
Magicians’ coveted Gold Medal of Magic, a prize awarded only a handful of times in the 
competition’s long history. 

Jade, also known as the “Beauty of Magic”, has performed and received multiple awards 
for her performances both here in the US and abroad, including the Mandrake Award 
from France as well as the “Female Magician of the Year” award from the International 
Magicians Society in Las Vegas. 

Fluent in Cantonese, Mandarin, and English, Jade has performed on the stages 
of variety theatres around the world, on luxury cruise lines, and in casino revue shows in 
Atlantic City, Lake Tahoe, Las Vegas, Malaysia, and Australia. She has also delighted 
audiences in numerous appearances on international and American television, including 
CBS’ Late Late Show and most recently on Penn & Teller’s Fool Us! broadcast 
nationally on the CW Network. 

Jade’s command performance for the Royal Family of Monaco at the Princess Grace 
Theater was one of her many career highlights. 

This is the only afternoon Asian themed magic show in the OC area, so come out and 
enjoy an amazing stage show of mystery and cultural performance from the orient 
through the “Magic Of Asia” and create a truly memorable and entertaining experience 
for you, your friends and family to remember.   

 

*All seats are reserved and $25 / Family Rated Show 
 
 
 
 

 
Produced by: JRW Group Entertainment, Jim Whirlow (310) 251-1546 
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